Release Notes for 9/24/2015 WISEid Production Release (WISEid Core Apps Sprint 93.
Feature Title

Notes

WISEid: Add validation to Duplicate Reporting

Person > Report Duplicates now has
blocks when someone tries to report a
set of WISEids that have already been
reported once as potential duplicates.
Message will say: 1) if it was reported
and found not to be a duplicate 2) if
the IDs have already merged 3) if still
awaiting resolution.

WISEid: Capture changes to Entity ID in Person change
history

WISEid tab > Person > (Search for
person) > Person Change History 
Added Staff Changes tab to the Person
Audit data so the updated history of the
ELO Entity ID changes.

WISEid: Separate Person and Staff specific links R / P ‐
File Upload

Upload links on both WISEstaff and
WISEid are now separate and keep
you on your currently selected tab.

STAFF: Staff missing Entity ID on WISEstaff homepage

On the WISEstaff tab homepage if
there are currently staff with
Assignments that require a license a
message is displayed on the
dashboard and a count of how many
such persons exist.

WISEid: Person DPI only Toggle Part 2

Finishing up admin feature so we can
turn off WISEid tab access with
message to end users if there is a
reason to take to lock it down.

WISEid/WISEstaff: Download of Upload Files Part 2 ‐
make it work for contracts and assignments and fix
person

On the results screen we finish security
work needed to make the download of
the original upload file possible.

STAFF: Add Semicolon to grades downloads

All downloads in the system for the
Assignment Grades column will use
semicolons as a seperate between
grade levels so that downloads can be
used as Upload files.

STAFF: Assignment UI issues remaining after Toggle to
2015‐16

Some issues with rolling to 2016 for
assignments have been fixed.

STAFF: Update Contact Info Annualize and Add Annual
Verification

WISEstaff > Update Contact Info now
requires annual verification checkbox
even if none of the WISEstaff contracts
have changed for the year.

STAFF: Bug Local experience >999 user message 4310

If Contract Local Experience was
uploaded over 999 it would fault the file
upload. This has been fixed.

STAFF: Validation Total Experience valid range

No validation of the Total Experience
was in place. Validation rules have
been put in place for this field.

STAFF: Bug ‐ Messages/Assgs remain after year is rolled
forward

Finish annualization of validation
messages.

WISEid: BUG: Working School Inactive Schools showing
up in assignment UI

Inactive schools were showing up in
the Assignment UI for Working
Schools.

WISEid: Separate Person and Staff specific link R / P ‐
Results Page

The WISEid and the WISEstaff tab
Search/Edit pages have been
separated. No longer will you
automatically switch between tabs
when you click on Search/Edit.

STAFF: Bug ‐ Handle Merge when Record is being
modified

Some edits were possible to a merged
WISEid person that is no longer active
if tab is open by an user. No longer will
edits be possible after the WISEid has
been deactivated.

STAFF: Bug ‐ NCLB field restrictions vary

The correct valid range for NCLB
Assignment fields is 0 to 40 classes.
Previously messages said 0 to 10.

STAFF: Historical Assignments and Contracts School Year
make active year

Historical Assignment and Contract
downloads had year set to 2015 when
we toggled the system to 2016. User
will need this year set to 2016 in the
data so they can reupload the file

without changing the year in their file.
WISEid: Bug WSLS Import & Copy broken

The update of data from WSLS to
WISEid was broken. This has been
fixed.

